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IP Outdoor Camera Arenti Power1 2K

Arenti Power1 WiFi 2K outdoor IP camera
Keep an eye on your and your family's safety. The Arenti Power1 outdoor IP camera captures high-quality images, and by using artificial
intelligence,  it  detects  human  movement.  It  is  equipped  with  a  powerful  battery  that  allows  up  to  6  months  of  wireless  operation.  It
features an IP65 rating and is resistant to all weather conditions. It supports Android and iOS, and works with Amazon Alexa & Google
Assistant  voice  assistants.  What's  more,  the  camera  supports  two-way  audio,  allowing  you  to  keep  an  eye  on  the  kids  playing  in  the
backyard and stay in touch with them!
 
Detects human movement
The camera is equipped with a smart sensor that, when it detects human motion, automatically starts recording and saves the footage
on an SD card (up to 256 GB) or in the cloud. What's more, if the camera records motion, you will be notified via the app. In addition,
when motion is detected, the camera automatically turns on the spotlight and illuminates the space within a 10-meter radius.
 
Great image quality regardless of the time of day
Arenti Power1 is a camera that captures images in 3MP 2K resolution. What's more, the camera uses 2 night vision modes - full color and
infrared, which has a range of up to 10 meters. This means that the recorded image is clear and crisp, regardless of the time of day it
was recorded. 
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More possibilities with the app
A dedicated app allows you to play back the video recording in real time. With the app, you can also monitor the situation remotely, even
when you are away from home. The app works with Android and iOS, so you can easily connect to the camera using any phone.
 
Powerful performance without unnecessary wires
The Power 1 uses a battery with a capacity of as much as 9600 mAh. Its single charge provides up to 6 months of camera operation. Its
installation requires no additional wiring, which means you can place it anywhere. The camera's mounting is magnetic and allows you to
adjust its angle.
 
Reliable in all weather conditions
The product is distinguished by its robust metal construction, and its protection rating is IP65, which means that the camera can handle
any weather conditions. It is water resistant and can operate at temperatures from -20°C to 50°C. Fearlessly install it outdoors and have
an impact on the security of your home.
 
Included
Camera
Magnetic mount
Warning sticker
Adapter and cable
Screw package
	Brand
	Arenti
	Model
	POWER1
	Image quality
	2K + / 3MP Ultra HD
	Additional features
	Color night vision with reflector; two mounting options
	Night vision modes
	Full color; infrared
	AI support
	Human motion detection
	Two-way audio support
	Yes
	Interface 
	Type-C
	Support for micro SD card 
	Yes - 256GB max
	Cloud storage
	Yes
	Compatibility
	Android /iOS mobile devices; Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant		
	Image sensor 
	1/3'' 3Megapixel CMOS			
	Effective pixels 
	3MP(2304*1296)			
	Shutter 
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	1/15~1/10,000s					
	Infrared distance 
	Night visibility up to 10m			
	Spotlight color temperature 
	3000K			
	Spotlight distance 
	10m			
	Day/Night 
	Auto(ICR)/Color/Black/White			
	WDR 
	Digtal WDR			
	Lens 
	3.2mm@F2.0, 120°							
	Video compression 
	H.264			
	Transmission speed 
	32Kbps~2Mbps			
	Audio input/output 
	Built-in microphone/speaker								
	Alarm triggering 
	Intelligent motion detection, PIR			
	Communication protocol 
	TCP/IP, HTTP, DHCP, DNS			
	Interface protocol 
	Private			
	Wireless network 
	2.4G WIFI(IEEE802.11b/g/n)			
	Supported operating system 
	OS 9 or later, Android 5 or later			
	Security 
	User authentication, AES-128, SSL			
	Battery				
	9600mAh rechargeable lithium battery		
	Standby current consumption 
	600~800µA			
	Current consumption during operation 
	150~200mA(IR off)			
	Standby time
	6 months 12 months			
	Operating time 
	4~6 months(10 times wake up per day)			
	PIR detection 
	9m Max, 120°							
	Operating temperature 
	-20 °C to 50 °C			
	Power supply 
	DC 5V/1A			
	Optional equipment 
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	Solar panel 5W			
	Waterproof
	IP65						
	Size
	79 x 56 x 115 mm (with magnetic holder) 			
	Weight
	361 g

Price:

€ 69.50

Smart Home, Others
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